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1. Introduction
To study different interesting classes of structures from computability theoretic point of view and to find the relations
between definability and algorithmic complexity of these classes is one of the questions of computable model theory.
Investigation on this problem were done by S. Goncharov, J. Knight, V. Harizanov, N. Kogabaev, R. Miller and many other
authors. In the framework of this approach, on the basis of the methods developed earlier and of the theory of computable
numberingswe study the algorithmic complexity of the class of computable structureswith decidable theory.We first prove
our result for the class of all structures for an arbitrary finite language. After the complexity is found, we prove similar results
for some well-known classes of structures, such as directed graphs, undirected graphs, partial orders and lattices.
We introduce some basic definitions. Let L be a computable language. We fix a computable Gödel numbering of L.
Let all structures have universes contained in ω, which we think of as a computable set of constants. An L- structure A is
computable if its domain |A| is a computable subset ofω and the basic operations and predicates are uniformly computable.
We identify formulas with their Gödel numbers. Then, the computability of a structure is equivalent to the condition that
the atomic diagram D(A) ofA is computable. A structureB is decidable if its complete diagram Dc(B) is computable.
The index set of a structureA is the set I(A) of all indices of computable (isomorphic) copies ofA, where a computable
index for a structureB is a number e, such that ϕe = χD(B). For a class K of structures, closed under isomorphism, the index
set is the set I(K) = {e : ∃B ∈ Kϕe = χD(B)} of all indices for computable members of K . There are a lot of papers on index
sets: [2–7,14,16,18], etc.
LetΓ be a complexity class (e.g.,Σ02 ). I(K) ism-completeΓ if I(K) isΓ and for any S ∈ Γ , there is a computable function
f , such that
n ∈ S iff f (n) ∈ I(K).
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This condition is equivalent to the condition that there is a uniformly computable sequence (Cn)n∈ω for which
n ∈ S iff Cn ∈ K .
In [9] we considered the index set of d-decidable structures and of d-decidable countably categorical structures, where d
is an arithmetical Turing degree. It was proved that the former ism-completeΣ0,d3 , and the latter ism-completeΣ
0,d
3 −Σ0,d3 .
In [10]we considered the index set of the class of structureswith decidable theory for some fixed infinite languageL∗. It was
proved that it ism-completeΣ0,∅
(ω)
2 , that is,Σ
0
2 relative to ∅(ω). In [1] this class of complexity is calledΣ0ω+1. In this paper,
we prove this result for any finite nontrivial language. To do this, we use two methods. The first is the method of reducing
the complexity of structures, developed by Goncharov and Khoussainov in [13]. In Section 1.1, we give some background on
Marker’s extensions and1-to-1-representation ofΣ02 -sets thatweneed for reducingd-computable structures to computable
structures, where d is an arithmetical degree. The second method is based on the notion of functors between structures of
different languages introduced by Goncharov in [11,12]. In Section 1.2, we give some sufficient conditions which allow us
to preserve computability and decidability of structures (as well as decidability and countable categoricity of their theories)
when transforming structures of one language into structures of a different language. In proving this result, we follow
the ideas from [15], where similar conditions were given for preserving other properties. Then we show that Goncharov’s
transitions between structures of different languages satisfy the properties. In Section 2, we directly prove that the index
set of structures with decidable theory has thementioned above complexity. First, we do this for structures for the language
consisting of only one binary predicate. As a corollary, we get the same result for structures in an arbitrary nontrivial finite
language. In the last section, we apply results of Section 1.3 to transfers from the class of directed graphs into undirected
graphs, partial orders and lattices from [15], and we get results similar to those from Section 2 and from [9] for these
classes.
1.1. Reducing of complexity of structures
Here, we present the construction of Marker’s extensions. For more details about the definitions and properties, see
[13,17].
LetL be a finite language with no function symbols. LetA = (A, Pn00 , . . . , Pnmm ) be anL-structure. Let P be any of Pj from
above and k be its arity. We assume that for every such P , the sets P and Ak \ P are infinite. We define ∃- and ∀-extensions
of P .
TheMarker’s ∃-extension of P is a (k+1)-ary predicate denoted by P∃ with the following properties. Let X be an infinite
set disjoint from A. Then, P∃ satisfies the following conditions:
(1) If P∃(a1, a2, . . . , ak, ak+1) then P(a1, . . . , ak) and ak+1 ∈ X .
(2) For every ak+1 ∈ X there exists a unique tuple (a1, . . . , ak), such that P∃(a1, . . . , ak, ak+1).
(3) If P(a1, . . . , ak) then there exists a unique a, such that P∃(a1, a2, . . . , ak, a).
The Marker’s ∀-extension of the predicate P is a (k + 1)-ary predicate P∀ with the following properties. Let X be an
infinite set disjoint from A. Then P∀ satisfies the following conditions:
(1) If P∀(a1, a2, . . . , ak, ak+1) then a1, . . . , ak ∈ A and ak+1 ∈ X .
(2) For all (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ A there exists at most one ak+1 ∈ X such that¬P∀(a1, a2, . . . , ak, ak+1).
(3) If P∀(a1, a2, . . . , ak, ak+1) for all ak+1 ∈ X then P(a1, . . . , ak).
(4) For every ak+1 ∈ X there exists a unique tuple (a1, . . . , ak) such that ¬P∀(a1, . . . , ak, ak+1).
The set X in the ∃- or ∀-extension of P is called a fellow of P .
Definition 1. LetA = (A, Pn00 , . . . , Pnmm ) be a model.
(1) ThemodelA∃ is amodel (A∪X0 . . .∪Xm, Pn0+10 , . . . , Pnm+1m , X0, . . . , Xm), where for each i = 0, . . . ,m, Pni+1i is aMarker’s
∃-extension of Pnii , and the fellows Xi of distinct predicates are pairwise disjoint sets.
(2) ThemodelA∀ is amodel (A∪X0 . . .∪Xm, Pn0+10 , . . . , Pnm+1m , X0, . . . , Xm), where for each i = 0, . . . ,m, Pni+1i is aMarker’s
∀-extension of Pnii and the fellows Xi of distinct predicates are pairwise disjoint sets.
Theorem 2. LetA∃ andA∀ be the Marker’s extensions of the modelA. Then they satisfy the following properties:
(1) The modelA is definable in each of the extensions.
(2) If the theory of the modelA is ℵ0-categorical, then so is the theory of each of the extensions.
(3) Any automorphism ofA can be extended to automorphisms of each of the extensions.
LetA be a structure and w be a word over the alphabet {∃,∀}. We defineAw by induction. If w is an empty string then
Aw = A. If w = w′∃ or w = w′∀ and B = Aw′ then Aw′∃ = B∃ and Aw′∀ = B∀. Therefore, we have the following
corollary:
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Corollary 3. LetA be a structure andw be a word over the alphabet {∃,∀}. Then
(1) The modelA is definable inAw .
(2) If the theory of the modelA is ℵ0-categorical then so is the theory ofAw .
(3) Any automorphism ofA can be extended to an automorphism ofAw .
Now we pass to the second notion we need for the method of reducing of complexity. The following definition and two
lemmas can be found in [13].
Definition 4. AΣ02 -set A is one-to-one representable if for some computable predicate Q ⊂ ω3 the following is true:
(1) For every n ∈ ω, ∃a∀bQ (n, a, b) if and only if n ∈ A.
(2) For every n ∈ ω, ∃a∀bQ (n, a, b) if and only if ∃!a∀bQ (n, a, b)
(3) For every b there exists a unique pair 〈n, a〉 such that¬Q (n, a, b).
(4) For every pair 〈n, a〉 either ∃!b¬Q (n, a, b) or ∀bQ (n, a, b).
(5) For every a there exists a unique n such that ∀bQ (n, a, b).
Lemma 5. Let A be a coinfinite Σ02 -set that possesses an infinite computable subset S such that A \ S is infinite. Then A has a
one-to-one-representation.
The definition of a one-to-one-representation of aΣ02 -set can be relativized with respect to any oracle X . The relativized
version of the lemma will be used in the proofs of the next two theorems.
Lemma 6. Let A be a coinfiniteΣ0,X2 -set that possesses an infinite subset S which is X-computable, and A\S is infinite. Then there
exists a X-computable set Q such that Q is a one-to-one-representation of A.
The following two theorems are corollaries of Lemma 6 and Corollary 3.
Theorem 7. For every Turing degree d a theory of a model M is d-decidable if and only if the theories of M∀ and M∃ are
d-decidable.
Proof. According to Theorem 2 the modelM is definable in each of the extensions M∀ and M∃. Therefore, if Th(M∀) or
Th(M∃) is d-decidable then so is Th(M). On the other hand, the properties ofM∀ orM∃ are completely determined byM.
Thus, if Th(M) is d-decidable then Th(M∀) and Th(M∃) are d-decidable. 
Theorem 8. Let d be any arithmetical Turing degree. LetM0, . . . Mn, . . . be a computable sequence of d′-computable structures,
such that in everyMi for every P ∈ L there exists an infinite subset Si,P , uniformly computable from i and P, such that P \ Si,P is
infinite. Then there is a computable sequence (M0)∀∃, . . . , (Mn)∀∃, . . . of d-computable models, such that for all i and P ′ ∈ L∀∃
there exists an infinite subset Si,P ′ ⊆ P, uniformly computable from i and P ′, such that P ′ \ Si,P ′ is infinite.
Proof. The proof of the Lemma 5 in [13] shows that the construction of one-to-one-representations may be arranged
uniformly for all n. Using the uniform version of the Lemma 5, one can construct the sequence (M0)∀∃, . . . , (Mn)∀∃, . . .
and show that every (Mn)∀∃ is d-computable and every extension of predicates has the desired properties. 
For more details on proofs, see [8,13].
1.2. Coding of structures
In this subsection, we give some sufficient conditions, similar to the ones from [15], that allow us to preserve
computability and decidability of structures and their theories, as well as countable categoricity.
Let L = 〈Pn00 , . . . , Pnii , . . .〉 and L∗ = 〈Qm00 , . . . ,Qmii , . . .〉 be computable relational languages. Let A and B be
countable structures of language L and L∗ correspondingly. We want to code A in B preserving some model theoretic
and computability properties. Suppose there are relations U(x) and Rnii (y¯i) on the domain of B, where we think of the set
U(B) = {x | B |= U(x)} representing the domain ofA and Ri(y¯i) representing Pi(y¯i). Assume also, there is an arbitraryL∗-
formula ψ(z¯), a quantifier-free ψU(z¯, x) and for each i either a quantifier-free ψRi(z¯, y¯i) or a pair of ∃-formulas ψ+Ri (z¯, y¯i),
ψ−Ri (z¯, y¯i). Suppose there is a map A 7→ BA from the set of copies A of A to the set of copies B of B with the following
properties. For every copy A ofA:
I. The formula ψ defines in BA a unique tuple b¯;
II. The formula ψU(b¯, x) defines in BA the relation U(x).
III. The formulas ψRi(b¯, y¯i) (or a pair ψ
+
Ri
(b¯, y¯i), ψ−Ri (b¯, y¯i)) define the corresponding Ri(y¯i) (or Ri(y¯i) and ¬Ri(y¯i));
IV. The structure BA is deg(A)-computable;
V. For every copy A ofA there is a deg(A)-computable map gA : U(BA) 1−1−→
onto
|A| such that Ri(y1, . . . , yni)⇔ Pi(gA(y1), . . . ,
gA(yni)), for all i and for all y1, . . . , yni ∈ U(BA);
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VI. If f : U(B) 1−1−→
onto
U(B) is such that Ri(y1, . . . , yni) ⇔ Ri(f (y1), . . . , f (yni)), for all i, then f can be extended to an
automorphism ofB;
VII. There exist formulas ϕ0(z¯, x¯1, y), . . . , ϕm(z¯, x¯m, y), such that for every copy A of A, for every c ∈ |BA| there exists i
and a¯c ∈ U(BA), with |a¯c | = |x¯i|, such that BA |= ϕi(b¯, a¯c, c) and no two elements satisfy the same ϕi with the same
a¯ ∈ U(BA)with |a¯| = |x¯i|.
Theorem 9. LetA0 be anL-structure. Let T0 = Th(A0) and let T be a theory such that the following holds. For every nontrivial
countableA |= T0 we can findB |= T and relations U and R0, . . . satisfying the Properties I–VII. Then:
(1) A is computable⇐⇒B is computable;
(2) T0 is decidable⇐⇒ T is decidable.
Proof. Direction (⇒) of the first point follows from Property III. Direction (⇐) holds since U(x) and Ri(y¯i) are definable by
quantifier-free formulas (or both the relation and its negation are definable by ∃-formulas).
For the second point, let T0 be a computable set of sentences. We show that in this case T is also computable. It is enough
to prove that T is computably axiomatizable. We consider the following set of axioms:
(1) We add to the set of axioms a sentence ∃!z¯ψ(z¯).
(2) For every i ≤ m, we write ∀z¯∀x¯i∃≤1y(ϕi(z¯, x¯i, y)&ψ(z¯)&∧nij=1 U(xi,j)) and ∀y∃z¯(ψ(z¯)&∨mi=1 ∃x¯i(∧nij=1 U(xi,j)&ϕi
(z¯, x¯i, y))).
(3) Let A0 |= Qi(c1, . . . , cmi). For notational simplicity we assume c1, . . . , ck are the first k elements of b¯, ck+1, . . . , cl
are from U(B), and the remaining cl+1 . . . , cmi are arbitrary elements from |B| − (U(B) ∪ {b¯}). For every cj ∈
|B| − (U(B) ∪ {b¯}) we find ij and a¯cj such that ϕij(b¯, a¯cj , y) defines cj in B. Let a tuple x¯ be such that |x¯| ≥
(l − k) + ∑ |a¯cj | and let δ(x¯) be a boolean combination of some formulas ψPs or ψ±Ps defining different Ps, such
that A0 |= ∃x¯′[δ(ck+1, . . . , cl, a¯cl+1 , . . . , a¯cmi , x¯′)&U(x¯′)]. We add an axiom ∀z¯∀x¯∀y¯ (ψ(z¯)&δ(x¯)&
∧
j ϕij(z¯, x¯cj , yj) →
Qi(z¯, xk+1, . . . , xl, y¯)), where indices of elements of tuple x¯ correspond to the indices of cs, a¯cs .
(4) For every sentence θ from T0, we put into the set of axioms a sentence θ ′, which we define in the following way. We
consider θ to be in the prenex normal form. If θ is an open formula, let θ ′ be constructed from θ by the substitution of
all Pi(x1, . . . , xni) for their definitions ψPi (or ψ
±
Pi
). If θ = ∃xθ1, then we let θ ′ = ∃x(U(x)&θ ′1). If θ = ∀xθ1, then we let
θ ′ = ∀x(U(x)→ θ ′1).
To prove that the theory obtained in this way is complete, we consider any two of its saturated models B1,B2 of
cardinality ω1. We want to show that B1 ' B2. In every model, there exists the unique tuple b¯j, j = 1, 2, definable by
the formulaψ(y¯). Using Property II, we define predicates UBj(x) and all R
Bj
i (y¯i). The structuresA
j with domains defined by
UBj(x) and relations defined by R
Bj
i (y¯i), are saturated models of T0. Thus, they are isomorphic. Let h give this isomorphism.
We want to extend h to an isomorphism of the structures B1,B2. We set h(b¯1) = b¯2. For any c ∈ |B1| − (U(B1) ∪ {b¯1})
we use Property VII to find the corresponding formula ϕi(b¯, a¯c, z) defining c , where a¯c ∈ U(B1). We let h(c) = d, where
d ∈ |B2| is the unique element satisfying ϕi(b¯2, h(a¯c), z) inB2.
Let B1 |= Qi(c1, . . . , cmi). We need to show that B2 |= Qi(h(c1), . . . , h(cmi)). Again, for notational simplicity, we
assume that c1, . . . , ck are the first k elements of b¯, ck+1, . . . , cl are fromU(B1), and cl+1 . . . , cmi are arbitrary elements from
|B1| − (U(B1)∪ {b¯}). For every cj ∈ |B1| − (U(B1)∪ {b¯})we find ij and a¯cj , such that ϕij(b¯, a¯cj , y) defines cj inB1. We find
some boolean combination δ of definitionsψPs , for some s, which is satisfied by all the elements ck+1, . . . , cl, a¯cl+1 , . . . , a¯cmi
(we addmore elements fromU(B1) if necessary). SinceA1 ' A2, the images of ck+1, . . . , cl, a¯cl+1 , . . . , a¯cmi under h satisfy δ.
By definition of the extension of h and by axiom 3, we have B2 |= Qi(h(c1), . . . , h(cmi)). Thus, the theory is complete and
computably axiomatizable. Therefore T is decidable.
The opposite direction follows from the fact thatA is definable inB. Point 2 of the theorem is proved. 
Using the same ideas, it is not hard to prove other properties of such coding of structures into the others.
Theorem 10. LetA0 be anL-structure. Let T0 = Th(A0) and let T be a theory such that the following holds. For every nontrivial
countableA |= T0 we can findB |= T and relations U and R0, . . . satisfying the Properties I–VII. Then:
(1) A is decidable⇐⇒B is decidable;
(2) T0 is countably categorical⇐⇒ T is countably categorical.
1.3. Goncharov’s functors
To reduce problems about algorithmic properties of structures for an arbitrary language to graphs, in papers
[11,12] Goncharov built functors between structures of different languages. These functors made it possible to preserve the
properties of relative computability for different degrees. In this section, we show that this reduction of an arbitrary finite
language to the language of graphs satisfies all of the Properties I–VII and, hence, preserves computability of a structure, its
decidability, as well as decidability and countable categoricity of its theory.
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Proposition 11. For every finite languageL0, there exists a languageL1, which consists of one predicate symbol P, such that for
everyL0-structureA, we can effectively find anL1-structureA′ for which:
(1) A is computable⇐⇒ A′ is computable;
(2) Th(A) is decidable⇐⇒ Th(A′) is decidable;
(3) A is decidable⇐⇒A′ is decidable;
(4) Th(A) is countably categorical⇐⇒ Th(A′) is countably categorical.
Proof. Let L0 = 〈Pn00 , Pn11 , . . . , Pnkk 〉 and let A be a L0-structure with basic set |A|. We consider a predicate symbol P of
arity n =∑ki=0ni, and a languageL1 = 〈Pn〉.
We effectively build anL1-structureA′ as follows. As a basic set, we consider the set |A′| = {∞} ∪ |A|. We define P on
|A′| in the following way. We let 〈x1, . . . , xn〉 ∈ P iff one of the following conditions holds:
• x1 = x2 = · · · = xn = ∞;
• there are i ≤ k and y1, . . . , yni , such that xj+mi = yj for all j, such that 1 ≤ j ≤ ni and A |= Pi(y1, . . . , yni), and xj = ∞
for all j, such that 1 ≤ j ≤ mi ormi + ni + 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Herem0 = 0 andmi =∑i−1l=0nl for i > 1.
From the definition, it follows thatA′ is deg(A)-computable. In particular, ifA is computable, thenA′ is computable.
We check Properties I–VII.
(1) We define ψ(x) = P(x, . . . , x). The unique element satisfying it is∞;
(2) The relation U(x) is defined by formula ¬P(x, . . . , x);
(3) Every relation Ri(x1, . . . , xni) is defined by
P(∞, . . . ,∞, x1, . . . , xni ,∞, . . . ,∞);
(4) The structure A′ is deg(A)-computable by definition;
(5) By definition;
(6) Let a mapping f : U(B) 1−1−→
onto
U(B) be such that for all i Ri(y1, . . . , yni)⇔ Ri(f (y1), . . . , f (yni)). Extend f by f (∞) = ∞.
We get an automorphism ofB;
(7) Is true as |B| = {∞} ∪ U(B). 
Proposition 12. LetL1 be a language which consists of only one n-ary predicate, where n ≥ 3. Then for everyL1-structureB ,
we can effectively find a graph B˜ , such that
(1) B is computable⇐⇒ B˜ is computable;
(2) Th(B) is decidable⇐⇒ Th(B˜) is decidable.
Proof. Let B = 〈|B|, P〉 be an arbitrary L1-structure, where P is n-ary predicate. Let I = {0, 1, . . . , n} and B′ =
I × |B|n ∪ |B|.
Using the structureB, we construct a graph B˜ = 〈|B˜|, R〉, where
|B˜|  B′ ∪ {a0, a1, a2, b0, b1, b2, c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, c8},
and R is a binary predicate. Here, we think of all elements {a0, a1, . . . , c8} as new and different.
We define R on |B˜| in the following way. If x, y,∈ |B˜|, then 〈x, y〉 ∈ R if one of the following conditions holds:
(a) x = ai&y = cj, and 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 and [i = 0&j ∈ {0, 1} or i = 1&j ∈ {2, 3, 4} or i = 2&j ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8}];
(b) x = cj&y = bi, and 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 and [i = 0&j ∈ {0, 1} or i = 1&j ∈ {2, 3, 4} or i = 2&j ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8}];
(c) x ∈ |B|&y ∈ I × |B|n&y = 〈i, x1, . . . , xn〉&x = xi and n ≥ i ≥ 1;
(d) x, y ∈ I × |B|n&x = 〈i, x1, . . . , xn〉&y = 〈i+ 1, x1, . . . , xn〉 and 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1;
(e) x = a0&y ∈ |B|;
(f) x = a1&y = 〈0, y1, . . . , yn〉 ∈ I × |B|n&B |= P(y1, . . . , yn);
(g) x = a2&y = 〈0, y1, . . . , yn〉 ∈ I × |B|n&B 2 P(y1, . . . , yn).
Thus, we have defined the structure B˜. It is clear that B˜ is deg(B)-computable. In particular, ifB is computable, then B˜
is also computable.
(1) We defineψ(x) as follows. Let ϕ(x0, x1, x2, y0, . . . , y8, z0, z1, z2) be the formula stating that all xi, yj, zk are different and
that
(a) R(x0, y0)&R(x0, y1)&R(y0, z0)&R(y1, z0) and there are no other connections between pairs in x0, y0, y1, z0 or between
elements x0, y0, y1, z0 and any other xi, yj, zk;
(b) R(x1, y2)&R(x1, y3)&R(x1, y4)&R(y2, z1)&R(y3, z1)&R(y4, z1) and there are no other connections between pairs in
x1, y2, y3, y4, z1, and between elements x1, y2, y3, y4, z1 and other xi, yj, zk;
(c) R(x2, y5)&R(x2, y6)&R(x2, y7)&R(x2, y8)&R(y5, z2)& . . .&R(y8, z2) and there are no other connections between
x2, y5 . . . , y8, z2, and with other xi, yj, zk.
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Using existential quantifiers, we can get formulas ψai(xi), ψcj(yj), and ψbk(zk), defining elements ai, cj, bk
correspondingly, where i ≤ 3, j ≤ 8, k ≤ 3.
(2) The relation U(x) is defined by the formulaM(x), where
M(x)  ∃v(ϕa0(v)&R(a0, x)),
In what follows we also use the following formulas:
C(x)  ϕa0(x) ∨ ϕa1(x) ∨ ϕa2(x) ∨ ϕb0(x) ∨ · · · ∨ ϕc8(x),
M1(x) = ∃v, u0 . . . un
(∨
i
(x = ui)&vRu0Ru1 . . . Run&ϕa1(v)
)
,
M2(x) = ∃v, u0 . . . un
(∨
i
(x = ui)&vRu0Ru1 . . . Run&ϕa2(v)
)
.
(3) We have two ∃-formulas defining the relation P and its complement:
〈x1, . . . , xn〉 ∈ Pn ⇔ ∃y0 . . . yn
(
y0R . . . Ryn&
( ∧
1≤i≤n
xiRyi
)
&a1Ry0
)
,
〈x1, . . . , xn〉 /∈ Pn ⇔ ∃y0 . . . yn
(
y0R . . . Ryn&
( ∧
1≤i≤n
xiRyi
)
&a2Ry0
)
.
(4) The structure BA is deg(A)-computable by definition;
(5) By definition.
(6) Let f : U(C) 1−1−→
onto
U(C) be such that P(y1, . . . , yn) ⇔ P(f (y1), . . . , f (yn)), for all i. We need to extend f to an
automorphism of C. The special elements from C go to themselves. All other elements from |C| − U(C) satisfy either
M1(x) or M2(x). Every such element is in a chain of n + 1 elements v0, . . . , vn in the set defined by M1(x) (M2(x)). We
can find the unique n elements u1, . . . , un fromM(x), which are connected to them. The elements f (u1), . . . , f (un) are
connected to the unique chainw0, w1, . . . , wn inM1(x) (orM2(x) correspondingly). We takewi as f (vi), 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
(7) Easily seen from the definition of the coding and the definability of all necessary sets and elements. 
Corollary 13. For every structureM of an arbitrary finite languageL, there exists a graph G, such that
(1) M is computable⇐⇒ G is computable;
(2) Th(M) is decidable⇐⇒ Th(G) is decidable;
(3) M is decidable⇐⇒ G is decidable;
(4) Th(M) is countably categorical⇐⇒ Th(G) is countably categorical.
Corollary 14. Let {Mi}i∈ω be a computable sequence of structures of finite languageL. There exists a sequence of graphs {Gi}i∈ω ,
such that
(1) Mi is computable⇐⇒ Gi is computable;
(2) Th(Mi) is decidable⇐⇒ Th(Gi) is decidable;
(3) Mi is decidable⇐⇒ Gi is decidable;
(4) Th(Mi) is countably categorical⇐⇒ Th(Gi) is countably categorical.
2. Index set theorem
In this section, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 15. The index set DT of all computable structures with decidable theories is an m-complete Σ0,∅
(ω)
2 set (or Σ
0
ω+1 in
notations from [1]).
Lemma 16. DT ∈ Σ0,∅(ω)2 .
Proof. Let {ϕk}k∈ω be an enumeration of all formulas with constants {c0, c1, . . .}. We can compute a computable family of
total functions with oracles f ∅(s)n,s (k), such that for any number k we have Mn |= ϕk iff f ∅(s)n,s (k) = 1 and ϕk is in the prenex
normal form and has s alternations of quantifiers.
We have now that the index set DT of computable structures with decidable theory has the definition: n ∈ DT iff there
exists such x, that:
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(1) x is a number of a total computable function fx,
(2) for all k, fx(k) ∈ {0, 1}, and
(3) for all k, if ϕk is in prenex normal form, has s alternations of quantifiers and does not have constants {c0, c1, . . .}, then(
fx(y) = 1↔ f ∅(s)n,s (y) = 1
)
.
From this description we have that DT ∈ Σ0,∅(ω)2 . 
PROOF of Theorem 15. By Lemma 16, the set DT ∈ Σ0,∅(ω)2 . To prove that DT is m-complete, let A be a Σ0,∅
(ω)
2 set. It is
sufficient to construct a uniformly computable sequence (A∗n)n∈ω of computable structures for the language of graphs, such
that
n ∈ A⇔ Th(A∗n) is decidable;
n /∈ A⇔ Th(A∗n) is not decidable.
As A is a Σ0,∅
(ω)
2 set, then there exists a ∆
0
ω relation R such that n ∈ A iff (∃∞z)R(n, z). Given such a ∆0ω relation R,
we define R∅(ω)t(n, z) as follows. R∅(ω)t(n, z) holds iff we can compute that R(n, z) holds with only information about ∅(ω)
restricted up to the set ∅(ω)  t 
 {(n,m) | m ∈ ∅(n)&n ≤ t}.
Let X be a set which is ∆02 and not Σ
0
1 . We code it into a new relation Q (n, z
′) that holds iff all the following conditions
are true:
(1) z ′ = 〈z, t, q〉 and
(2) R∅(ω)t+1(n, z) and
(3) ¬R∅(ω)t(n, z) and
(4) Dq is the set X ∩ {0, 1, . . . , z}, where Dq is a finite set with number q in the canonical numbering of all finite sets.
It is easy to see thatQ (n, z) is∆0ω and (∃∞z)R(n, z) iff (∃∞z)Q (n, z). Note, thatQ (n, z) iff S∅(z)z (n) for a computable sequence
of relations with oracles.
Let L0 = 〈P〉 be a language with only one binary relation symbol. We construct a uniformly computable sequence
(An)n∈ω of computable structures for a languageL1 = 〈P, θ〉, where θ defines an equivalence relation on the domain ofAn.
We buildAn by stages as a union of an increasing sequence of computable structures:A0n ⊆ A1n ⊆ · · · ⊆ Ain ⊆ Ai+1n ⊆
Ai+1n ⊆ · · · ⊆
⋃
iA
i
n = An. For every i, Ain will be a structure for the language L1. To get Ai+1n , we add to Ain a new
equivalence classMin, which we define in the following way.
We consider two structuresN1 andN2 for the languageL0.N1 consists of infinitelymany cycles of length 3 and infinitely
many cycles of length 5. Similarly, N2 consists of infinitely many cycles of length 4, and infinitely many cycles of length 5.
Here, all the cycles are pairwise disjoint.
Let Ain = 〈Ain,Li〉 be defined. To define Ai+1n we consider S∅(i)i (n). If S∅
(i)
i (n) holds, then we define N
i
n  N1, otherwise
we letN in  N2. In any caseN
i
n is a ∅(i)-computable structure, which satisfies the condition of Lemma 6. Thus, (N in)(∀∃)(i+1)
is a computable structure for the language (L0)(∀∃)i+1 . Applying Propositions 11 and 12, we get a computable structureMin
for the language L0. We now let Ai+1n = 〈Ain ∪ M in, P, θ〉, where Ain and M in are the universes of Ain andMin respectively.
The formula θ defines an equivalence relation, such that its equivalence classes are the universes ofMjn, for j ≤ i + 1. The
predicate P is true inAi+1n if it is true inAin orMin. For all the tuples, for which any of these predicates is undefined, define
it to be false on this tuple.
We letAn =⋃iAin.
Lemma 17. n ∈ A iff, the theory ofAn is decidable.
Proof. The theories of both N1 and N2 are decidable. By Theorem 7 and Propositions 11 and 12, the theories of allMin, for
all n, i, are also decidable. If n ∈ A, then we add only finitely many of equivalence classes constructed fromN2 by applying
Marker’s operators ∀∃ sufficiently many times. Therefore, in this case the theory of An is decidable. Otherwise, we add
infinitely many of such classes. In this case we can enumerate the set X using Th(An) as an oracle. Namely,
x ∈ X ⇐⇒ (∃y, q)(x ∈ Dq = X ∩ {1, . . . , y})⇐⇒
⇐⇒ (∃y, q, t)
(
x ∈ Dq = X ∩ {1, . . . , y}&R∅(ω)t+1(n, y)&¬R∅(ω)t(n, y)
)
⇐⇒
⇐⇒ (∃z) (z1 ≥ x&Q (z, n)) , where z = 〈z1, z2, z3〉 ⇐⇒ (∃z)
(
z1 ≥ x&S∅(z)z (n)
)
.
The last expression means that at stage z, we add an equivalence class constructed of N2. The structure N2 is definable in
Mzn. Thus, we can read a sentence expressing that there exists a cycle of length 4. Therefore, X is enumerable in Th(An). By
our choice, X ∈ ∆02 −Σ01 , thus, Th(An) can not be decidable. 
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The last step is to apply the Corollary 14 to the sequence (An)n∈ω and get a sequence of graphs (A∗n)n∈ω , which preserves
all desired properties. This proves the theorem. 
Corollary 18. For every finite nontrivial language, i.e. containing a predicate symbol of arity ≥ 2 or function symbol of arity
≥ 2, the index set of all computable structures with decidable theories for this language is m-complete Σ0,∅(ω)2 in the universal
computable numbering of all computable structures for this language.
In [9] we proved the following results.
Theorem 19. The index set CK of all decidable structures is m-completeΣ03 set.
Theorem 20. The index set CK0 of all decidable countably categorical structures is m-completeΣ03 −Σ03 set.
We will apply the results of Theorems 15–20 to some familiar classes of structures.
3. Index sets for familiar classes of structures
In the proof of Theorem 15, we build a sequence of directed graphs. In [9], to prove theorems on index sets of decidable
structures and decidable countably categorical structures we also used sequences of directed graphs. In this section, instead
of looking at arbitrary structures for some language, we prove similar to Theorems 15–20 results for index sets of undirected
irreflexive graphs, partial orderings and lattices.We use codings of directed graphs into undirected graphs and of undirected
graphs into partial orderings and lattices from [15], and check the hypotheses of Theorem 9.
Theorem 21. Let K be one of the following three classes: undirected irreflexive graphs, partial orderings or lattices. Then,
(1) The index set of computable members of K with decidable theory is m-completeΣ0,∅
(ω)
2 ;
(2) The index set of decidable members of K is m-completeΣ03 ;
(3) The index set of decidable countably categorical members of K is m-completeΣ03 −Σ03 .
Proof. First of all, notice that all the index sets from points 1–3 of the theorem lie in these classes of complexity for any
K from above. Thus, we need to show the sharpness of our results. To do this, it is sufficient to prove that the transition of
directed graphs into undirected irreflexive graphs and of undirected irreflexive graphs into partial orderings described in
[15] have all the Properties I–VII. First we describe how to pass from directed to undirected graphs.
If G is a directed graph with edge relation E then the undirected irreflexive graph HG is constructed as follows. |HG| =
{a, aˆ, b} ∪ {ci, di, ei : i ∈ |G|}. The edge relation F(x, y) holds iff
(1) x = a, y = aˆ or x = aˆ, y = a;
(2) For all i ∈ |G|,
(a) x = a, y = ci or x = ci, y = a;
(b) x = b, y = ei or x = ei, y = b;
(c) x = ci, y = di or x = di, y = ci;
(d) x = di, y = ei or x = ei, y = di;
(3) If E(i, j) then x = ci, y = ej or x = ej, y = ci.
We check the Properties I–VII and then by Theorem 9, get the results for undirected irreflexive graphs.
(1) The formula ϕaˆ(x) defining aˆ says that there exists exactly one element connected to x. The formula ϕa(x) defining a
says that it is an element connected to aˆ. The formula ϕb(x) for b says that it is an element which is different from a and
connected to at least 5 other elements.
(2) The formula defining U(x) is ϕU(x) = F(a, x)&x 6= aˆ.
(3) ϕ+R (x, y) = ϕU(x)&ϕU(y)&∃u, v(F(b, u)&F(u, v)&F(v, y)&F(x, u);
ϕ−R (x, y) = ϕU(x)&ϕU(y)&∃u, v(F(b, u)&F(u, v)&F(v, y)&¬F(x, u).
All other Properties easily follow from the construction of FG. Thus, the theorem is true for a class of undirected irreflexive
graphs. Now we describe the way to pass from undirected graphs to partial orderings.
Let G be a countable graph and let E be its edge relation. We define the corresponding partial ordering PG as follows. As
its domain we take the set |PG| = {a, b} ∪ {ci : i ∈ |G|} ∪ {di,j : i < j&i, j ∈ |G|}. The relation ≺ is the smallest transitive
relation on |PG|which satisfies the conditions:
(1) a ≺ ci ≺ b for all i ∈ |G|;
(2) If i, j and E(i, j) then di,j ≺ ci, cj;
(3) If i, j and ¬E(i, j) then ci, cj ≺ di,j.
Now we check the Properties I-VII.
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(1) The formula
ϕa(z) = ∃x1, x2, x3
(∧
i6=j
xi 6= xj&
∧
i
z ≺ xi&∀y
(∧
i
¬z ≺ y ≺ xi
))
defines a. The similar formula ϕb(z) saying that z is an element with at least 3 immediate predecessors defines b.
(2) The relation U(x) is defined by the formula ϕU(x) = a ≺ x ≺ b.
(3) The relation R(x, y) and its negation are defined by
ϕ+R (x, y) = ϕU(x)&ϕU(y)&x 6= y&∃z 6= a(z ≺ x, y) and
ϕ−R (x, y) = ϕU(x)&ϕU(y)&x 6= y&∃z 6= b(x, y ≺ z).
(4) PG is deg(G)-computable by the definition of PG.
(5) By the definition of PG.
(6) Consider the structure G′ with the universe defined by ϕU(x) and the relation defined by ϕ+R (x, y) and ϕ
−
R (x, y), and
suppose f is its automorphism. We want to extend f to an automorphism of PG. Define f (a) = a, f (b) = b and
f (di,j) = dmin{k,l},max{k,l}, where f (ci) = ck, f (cj) = cl.
(7) We need to show that there exists a finite set of formulas, such that for every element x from |PG| − (U(PG) ∪ {a, b})
there exists a formula and elements from (U(PG) ∪ {a, b}) describing x. Every di,j will be defined by formula [(x ≺ ci&x
≺ cj) ∨ (ci ≺ x&cj ≺ x)]&x 6= a&x 6= b.
Therefore, by Theorem 9 and by Index Set Theorems 15, 19 and 20, we get the result.
Finally, we prove the results for the class of lattices. Again, we consider the coding of graphs into lattices described in [15]
and check Properties I–VII. All the results can be proved for graphs possessing at least two nodes without an edge between
them, thus we can assume that our G has this feature. We define the lattice LG as the unique lattice with the domain
|LG| = {a, b, k} ∪ {ci,mi : i ∈ |G|} ∪ {di,j : i < j&E(i, j)
and the relation defined in the following way. For all nonequal x¯, y ∈ LG we let x g y = a and x uprise y = b except as required
to satisfy the conditions:
If i < j and E(i, j) then ci g cj = di,j;
If i ∈ |G| then k g ci = mi.
We check only the Properties that are not obvious.
(1) The formula ϕa(x) says that x is the least element and defines a. The formula ϕb(x) says that x is the greatest element
and defines b. The formula ϕk(x) defining k says that for every second level node, its joint with x is not equal to a.
(2) ϕU(x) = (k g x 6= a)&(k g x 6= x).
(3) ϕR(x, y) = ϕU(x)&ϕU(y)&x 6= y&x g y 6= a.
(7) We need to find formulas with parameters from {a, b, k} ∪ {ci : i ∈ |G|} describing di,j and mi. The formula for di,j is
x = ci g cj&ϕR(ci, cj). The formula formi is x = ci g k.
Having the result for graphs, we can apply Theorem 9 and get the result for lattices. 
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